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We present results from a new method for the solution of electromagnetic scattering from finite sets of two-
dimensional cylinders exhibiting sidewall deformations. Our model treats the sidewall deviation as a small
perturbation on a circle; the response of a single cylinder to an arbitrary external field can then be calculated,
and the interactions between the cylinders can be computed with a multipole method. This leads to a series of
model problems for successively higher asymptotic orders. Because most of the computation time is taken up
with solving the original, unperturbed problem, a large number of additional types of perturbation can be ex-
amined at little extra numerical cost. © 2005 Optical Society of America





































he realization of photonic crystals as practical devices
as reached a critical stage in the last year or so. Many
roups have reported large losses, in the order of
0 dB/cm,1,2 for line-defect waveguides. Because attenua-
ion in annealed waveguides has been measured to be
onsiderably lower,3 these losses often are attributed to
idewall roughness that occurs owing to inaccuracies in
he fabrication process. Technologies such as E-beam li-
hography, ion-beam milling, and reactive ion etching us-
ng masks leave variations both in the positions of the
hotonic-crystal elements and in the smoothness of their
idewalls of up to 30 nm. For a slab photonic crystal with
period of 0.5 mm and a cylinder radius of 150 nm, this
epresents a significant deviation from the ideal case, and
t is important to know whether functioning devices can
e made from such structures.
For the study of the phenomena of sidewall deviation in
hotonic crystals it is necessary to have a method that is
imultaneously accurate on a large scale (in order to in-
orporate the photonic-crystal effects) and that possesses
he finesse required to resolve individual sidewall fea-
ures. Among the candidates for these are adaptive grid
nite-element methods4 and (promisingly) wavelet expan-
ion methods.5 In both of these methods the computation
ime and memory load are increased dramatically with
ncreased resolution of the boundary perturbation. We in-
roduce here a method that is able to compute very large
roblems with a high short-range resolution, through
ombination of two standard approaches: that of
symptotic theory6–8 and of the multipole method.9 If one
ssumes that the unperturbed problem is readily solved,
hen we find that one can split the problem into two parts;
symptotics are used for calculation of the response of
ach cylinder to an arbitrary external field, and then the
ultipole method is used for computation of the effect of
he interaction between the cylinders themselves. This
eads to a series of model problems, the results of which
an be summed to obtain the full solution. Most interest-0740-3224/05/061211-10/$15.00 © 2ngly, the computation of the perturbed structure requires
comparatively small amount of extra computation, so a
arge number of perturbational configurations can be
tudied at little extra computational cost, provided that
he original unperturbed problem can be solved.
The problem of scattering from perturbed cylinders has
een studied previously, particularly in the context of ran-
om disorder in the size and position of photonic-crystal
lements. A popular technique for the investigation of the
ffects of fabrication-related disorder on photonic-crystal
and structure is to use a plane-wave expansion com-
ined with a supercell approach.10–13 In this method the
isordered system is approximated as a periodic system
ith a period large enough to guarantee negligible cou-
ling between neighboring supercells. With this method,
t was found that for a three-dimensional structure con-
isting of vertical air holes in a vertically periodic high-
ndex (Si or GaAs) arrangement with horizontal air bars,
he size of the bandgap is tolerant to significant amounts
f deviation from a perfect structure.10 For a woodpile
tructure, it was found11 that disorder in the position of
he elements had the greatest effect on the transmission;
owever this too was relatively small. The situation ap-
ears to be different for photonic crystals consisting of air
pheres in high-contrast background material. In the
resence of disorder in the positions and the radii of the
pheres it was observed that the bandgap closes at a fluc-
uation magnitude as small as 2% of the lattice
onstant.12
The effects of disorder have also been studied for the
ore traditional structures consisting of two-dimensional
2D) circular holes or inclusions in high-contrast back-
round material. For a 2D hexagonal photonic crystal
onsisting of disordered air cylinders in a high-index
ackground, the transmission was calculated14 by use of a
ombination of the transfer matrix method and the
ultiple-scattering technique. In this study the authors
ere able to investigate the effect of radial disorder on the

















































































1212 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005 Poulton et al.satryan et al.15 used a multipole method to calculate
ransmission through a layered stack of cylinders that ex-
ibited radial disorder and were able to derive a semiana-
ytic formula for the localization length. In another study,
perturbation technique was developed12 in order to
peed up the lengthy computation process based on the
lane-wave supercell approach. The authors observed
hat, for disordered 2D photonic crystals consisting of
igh-index cylinders in air, the size of the first and second
andgaps was not very much affected by random posi-
ional disorder even as large as half the cylinder radius.
n the other hand, it was observed that a random varia-
ion in cylinder radius of 33% reduced the size of the band
aps by a factor of one half.
Other authors have studied the problem of scattering
rom cylinders that are perturbed in shape. Wait6 used a
erturbation method for study of the effects of scattering
rom cylinders with irregular boundaries. Agmon et al.7
erived effective boundary conditions for problems involv-
ng general elliptical partial differential equations. In an-
ther, related study,16 both perturbation methods and
nite-element analysis were used for calculation the dis-
ersion properties of a deformed photonic crystal. The
oundary integral equation method has also been
dapted17 for investigation of scattering from arrays of
oncircular cylinders. Tanaka et al.18 used a finite-
ifference time-domain (FDTD) method to examine trans-
ission through a photonic-crystal line defect whose ele-
ents remained circular yet had a conical variation along
heir axes. At this time, however, there has been no sys-
ematic study of the effects of random perturbations of
hape on the transmission properties of photonic crystals.
Of all of the studies mentioned, only two14,15 were able
o study an ensemble of realizations and thereby analyze
he statistics of the bandgaps. There have also been few
nvestigations of the effect of disorder on line-defect
aveguides (an exception being that of Tanaka18), and
hose that exist study only single realizations owing to
he computational expense. For such analysis, it is neces-
ary to employ a method that can calculate the transmis-
ion properties, with respect to both shape and positional
isorder, of many systems quickly and efficiently. We
resent here an efficient algorithm for research in this di-
ection.
. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
e consider an electromagnetic wave that strikes a set of
nfinitely extended cylinders placed perpendicular to the
x ,yd plane (see Fig. 1). Each cylinder can represent either
dielectric inclusion or a void within a dielectric matrix
nd possesses a z-constant noncircular cross section. We
ssume that the wave strikes the cylinders perpendicu-
arly. In this case the problem can be entirely formulated
n terms of the z component of the electric field (in the
ase of TM polarization) or of the magnetic field (in the
ase of TE polarization). Denoting the refractive index of
he matrix material as n1 and that of the cylinders them-
elves as n2, we assume a time dependence ansatz exps






+ k2Duesx,yd = 0 s1d







2k2Duisx,yd = 0 s2d
n the interior region, where k=n1v /c is the perpendicu-
ar wave number in the homogeneous matrix material
nd nc=n2 /n1 is the relative refractive index of the cylin-
ers. If we divide the total field into the incident wave
uincd and the response surespd, then the latter field must
atisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition for outgoing
aves in two dimensions.
If the sidewall deformation is not large, the boundary
C of each cylinder can be written as a perturbation on a
ircle, thus
]C = hsr,ud:r = a + ehsudj. s3d
e denote the unperturbed boundary by ]C0. Here a is
he radius that can be inscribed in all cylinders of the set,
sud is a smooth function, and e is a small parameter with
he dimension of length. The cylinders are therefore con-
ex and are “smooth” in the sense that they possess no
harp jumps or kinks on their boundaries. The function






uhsudu2du = 1, s4d
o that e becomes the rms deviation from the unperturbed
oundary. The subsequent analysis assumes that e is
ig. 1. Geometry in the sx ,yd plane. The cylinders are either di-
lectric inclusions or voids in an infinitely extended dielectric



























































Poulton et al. Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005/J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1213mall in comparison with the size of the cylinders and is
ypically not larger than one tenth of the mean radius.
The total field will satisfy the appropriate boundary
onditions arising from the continuity of tangential com-
onents of the electric and magnetic fields on the bound-
ry. For the purposes of illustration we will concentrate
n the TE polarization; the TM case differs only in a
ouple of details. The conditions for the field usx ,yd on the
oundary ]C are then









2U ]ui]n U]C = 0, s6d
here the derivative ] /]n signifies the outward normal
erivative on the cylinder boundary.
. ASYMPTOTIC PERTURBATION OF THE
OUNDARY CONDITIONS
e now proceed to the asymptotic treatment of the case
here the parameter e in Eq. (3) is small. By doing so we
ope to reduce the full problem with a deformed boundary
o a series of model problems that are in some sense
asier to solve.






here sr ,ud are polar coordinates centered on the cylin-
er. The zeroth order sj=0d solution u0 then corresponds
o the solution from a set of unperturbed (i.e., circular)
ylinders of radius a. The mathematical justification for
uch an expansion comes from the theory of asymptotic
stimates for the solution of elliptic partial differential
quations, as developed by Agmon et al.7 and other
uthors.8
We note that the Helmholtz equation is satisfied by














2k2Dujisx,yd = 0, x2 + y2 , a2. s9d
he connection between the internal and external fields
or each order can be deduced from the boundary condi-
ions [Eqs. (5) and (6)] on the perturbed boundary. First
e examine the boundary condition in Eq. (5), which ex-
resses continuity of the z component of the electric or
agnetic field across the perturbed boundary. With Tay-
or’s series the fields ue and ui on the perturbed boundary












here the subscript ]C0 indicates that the bracketed ex-
ression is to be evaluated on the unperturbed boundary.
ubstituting the ansatz [Eq. (7)] we obtain





























here we have rearranged the sums in the second step.
According to the boundary condition in Eq. (5) the total




































hus we obtain a series of boundary conditions for succes-
ive problems in different orders of e, expressing a differ-
nt jump in the field values for each order. That is,
uu0
e u]C0 − uu0
i u]C0 = 0, s14d
uu1
e u]C0 − uu1









iu]C0 = fjsud, s16d
here













he effect of the boundary condition for the curved bound-
ry ]C is thus replicated by a distribution of sources on
he surface of the circular cylinder ]C0.
The same analysis, with a few modifications, holds for
he condition on the field derivatives in Eq. (6). First,
owever, we need a representation of the derivative on
he perturbed boundary ] /]n in polar coordinates. We
ote that the outward-pointing unit normal vector nˆ on





































































1214 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005 Poulton et al.nˆ =
sa + ehdrˆ − eh8uˆ
fsa + ehd2 + seh8d2g1/2
, s18d
here rˆ and uˆ are the usual unit vectors in polar coordi-
ates. Here we have dropped the dependency on u for con-
enience and denoted h8;dh /du. The normal derivative





= fnˆ · „ ug]C
=
sa + ehdrˆ − eh8uˆ












NFsa + ehd2U ]u]r U]C − eh8U ]u]uU]CG , s19d
here Nse ,ud= sa+ehdhfa+ehsudg2+ feh8sudg2j1/2. The
oundary condition in Eq. (6) can then be written




















e now follow the steps given previously in Eqs. (7)–(13),
ubstituting the Taylor series [Eq. (10)] as well as the
symptotic ansatz [Eq. (7)] into Eq. (20). The result, after
he powers of e are equated and the first term is sepa-
ated out, is a little cumbersome to derive; however, the
nalogy with Eqs. (10)–(17) holds. This time, however, we
btain a jump in the normal derivative of the boundary














gjsud = − o
n=1
j hn






DSuj−ne − 1nc2uj−ni DG]C0. s22d
nce again we obtain a series of boundary conditions that
epend only on solutions of lower-order problems in e. The
ump in the derivatives has the same effect as that of a
istribution of surface currents on the unperturbed cylin-
er.
The total problem is now reduced to a series of linked
ubproblems, one for each field uj, that satisfy the Helm-
oltz equation inside and outside the unperturbed cylin-
er and with boundary conditions that mimic the pres-
nce of surface charges and currents on the cylinder’s
urface. These “fictitious sources” depend only on the
elds of lower asymptotic order and reconstruct the
oundary conditions in the full solution.. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM WITH
ULTIPOLE SERIES
e have reduced the scattering problem involving the
erturbed boundary to a series of model problems involv-
ng the Helmholtz equation and linked boundary condi-
ions. We now need a suitable method for solution of this
eries of problems. We choose to expand the field in polar
oordinates with the origin located at the center of each
















ithin the cylinder itself. Here the terms Jm are Bessel
unctions of the first kind and Hm are Hankel functions of
he first kind, which represent outgoing waves according
o our time-dependence ansatz. The superscript P in the
ultipole coefficients indicates that the expansion is valid
nly in the vicinity of the Pth cylinder; in fact, it can be
hown that the radius of convergence extends until the
oundary of the nearest neighboring cylinder.19
There are several advantages for choosing such a series
xpansion. First, there is a clear distinction between the
utgoing field from each cylinder [represented by the sin-
ular terms in the expansion in Eq. (23)] and the field
hat comes from all of the sources external to the cylinder
represented by the regular terms). The total response
eld is then a sum of Hankel functions, and so the Som-
erfeld radiation condition is automatically satisfied.
econd, such a series expansion can be shown to converge
ery rapidly. We will return to this point in Section 6.
In terms of the multipole expansion [Eq. (23)], the se-
ies of problems reduces to a particularly convenient
orm. First we note that we can write the “boundary func-

















jP of lower order in e, i.e., on terms
f order j−1 or lower. To see this explicitly we first define
he Fourier coefficients hm







e then substitute this, together with the multipole ex-
ansions of Eqs. (23) and (24), into Eqs. (17) and (22).
his results in explicit expressions for the Fourier coeffi-
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+ FH,sn+1dskad + 2kaH,sndskad
+



























snd denote the nth derivative of the Bessel
unctions with respect to their arguments. Because the
um over n extends from 1 to j, the multipole terms that
ppear range from A,
0,P to A,
j−1,P, with an identical bound
or the B,
j−n,P and C,
j−n,P coefficients. Thus, as expected,
he Fourier coefficients for the boundary functions depend
nly on solutions to problems with a lower order in e.
Substituting the Fourier expansions [Eqs. (23)–(25)]







jPkJm8 skad + Bm
jPkHm8 skad − Cm
jPkJm8 snckad/nc = gm
sjd. s30d
liminating the inner term Cm
jP, we obtain the response of
he cylinder in terms of the external field and the pertur-
ation due to the boundary:Bm
jP =
fJm8 snckadJmskad − ncJm8 skadJmsnckadgAm
jP − fm
sjdJm8 snckad + ncJmskadgm
sjd/k
ncHm8 skadJmsnckad − Jm8 snckadHmskad









ncJm8 skadJmsnckad − Jm8 snckadJmskad






sjdJm8 snckad + nck
−1Jmsnckadgm
sjd
ncHm8 skadJmsnckad − Jm8 snckadHmskad
. s34d
he terms Rm
P are the classical “response” terms of a cir-
ular cylinder of radius a to an external source. The terms
˜
m
jP ensure that the field obeys the correct condition at or-
er j on the perturbed boundary.
. SCATTERING FROM A FINITE SET OF
YLINDERS
aving calculated the response of a perturbed cylinder to
n arbitrary external source, we now examine how mul-
iple scattering from the other cylinders can be incorpo-
ated. The method here can be found in various sources
nd is often called the multiple or multipole scattering
ethod,20 or the Rayleigh method.9 The derivation of the
ethod involves an integral equation that is solved by use
f a Fourier ansatz on the boundary, which in turn leads
o a dense complex matrix equation that is easily solved
nd leads to highly convergent semianalytical expressionsor the fields. The derivation given here is only a sketch;
ore complete derivations can be found in the
iterature.9,19
We recall that the field outside a given cylinder P can








here, once again, sr ,ud represents the polar coordinates
entered on the cylinder P. We now note that the singular
art of this expansion describes the outgoing field from
he cylinder, whereas the regular part consists of the total







= sscattered field from all other cylindersd








+ dj,0 expfik · sr + rPdg. s36d
ere rP denotes the position vector pointing from the ori-
in to the center of cylinder P, and rPQ= srPQ ,uPQd denotes
he vector pointing from the center of cylinder Q to the
enter of cylinder P, as shown in Fig. 2. As an external















































1216 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005 Poulton et al.ave vector k= sk ,uid in polar coordinates, with ui being
he direction of propagation. Because the correction fields
j.1 result from fictitious source distributions on the cyl-
nder boundaries and not on real source distributions at
nfinity, the incident wave only plays a direct role for the
nperturbed sj=0d problem.
We now transform the fields from external sources into
he coordinates of cylinder P. The incident plane wave can
e written21




+ ik · rPdgJmskrdexpsimud. s37d
he Hankel function can be similarly expanded with the





hs− 1d,−mH,−mskrPQdexpfis, − mduPQgj
3Jmskrdexpsimud, s38d
here we note that always r,rPQ; in fact, the condition
,rPQ puts an explicit limit on the radius of convergence
f the field representation [Eq. (35)]. Substituting Eqs.



















3expfis, − mduPQgjJmskrdexpsimud. s39d
hus, equating like multipole orders, we obtain the iden-
ity
Fig. 2. Angles for the multiple-scattering case.Am
jP = dj,0i











PQ = s− 1dmHmskrPQdexpsimuPQd s41d
re coefficients that incorporate the geometrical informa-
ion relating the cylinders.
We can now incorporate the boundary condition for
ach order in e. The response of the cylinder to an arbi-
rary external field was already calculated in Section 4
Eq. (32)]. If we substitute this expression into the iden-











PQ sR,QA,jQ + R˜,jQd. s42d





















quation (43) is a dense complex linear system that is
eadily solved. To accomplish this, one probably should
rite the system in block matrix form, with each block
ontaining a set of multipole coefficients for a given cylin-
er. For the jth order, we define the Pth blocks of the col-
mn matrices Asjd, Iinc













nd the elements of the sP ,Qdth block of a block matrix R
an then be defined as
fRg,,m,P,Q = dl,mdP,Q − x,−mPQ R,Q. s47d
he linear system [Eq. (43)] can then be written as the
atrix equation
RAsjd = Iincsjd + R˜sjd. s48d
t is interesting to note that the matrix R does not depend
n the character of the perturbation. This can be seen
rom the definition of the terms R,
Q in Eq. (33). The infor-
ation from the boundary perturbation function hsud is
ontained in the driving term R˜sjd on the right-hand side,
hich also depends on the multipole coefficients arising
rom solutions of lower order in e. This means that the






































































Poulton et al. Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005/J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 1217nd the solution to successive orders in e. In addition, the
ffect of any number of different perturbations can be
omputed simply through recalculation of the components
f R˜sjd. This gives a significant computational advantage
or evaluation of large structures such as photonic crys-
als. The matrix inverse depends only on the unperturbed
roblem; once this is solved, it is a simple matter of back
ubstitution to find the solution to any higher order and
or any weak perturbation.
. NORMALIZATION AND CONVERGENCE
F THE SYSTEM
e now give a few words as to the properties of the sys-
em [Eq. (43)]. If one tries to directly solve this system,
ne quickly runs into numerical problems due to bad con-
itioning, and this warrants a short discussion as to how
hese difficulties can be overcome. The work presented in
his section can be found in the literature, albeit in scat-
ered form.23,19
First we note that the above system can be put in a











P ‹ MmP BmjP − M˜mP . s49d
















m exps− imui + ik · rPd
+ M˜m
P j, s50d
hich is more compact.
Both systems [Eqs. (43) and (50)] are badly conditioned
n the limit that the number of multipole orders becomes
arge. To see this we note22 that in the limit of large m,
xm
PQ = s− 1dmHmskrPQdexpsimuPQd






s m→‘ the terms M˜mP are of the order
Mm
P = sRm













f we fix m and let ,→‘, the off-diagonal terms in the lin-











his behavior for large , and m results in a matrix that is
xtremely difficult to invert and will cause problems when
high accuracy is desirable. To overcome this difficulty






















+ ik · rPd + M˜m
P j. s56d















hus the new system has elements that decay with order
sm−2umud away from the main diagonal. This means that
he multipole coefficients Xm
P will decay similarly rapidly
nd therefore that the coefficients Bm
jP will decay with or-
er Osm−umud.
. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
e now present results obtained from solving the system
f Eq. (56) for various types of perturbation. The system is
runcated so as to include a given number of multipole or-
ers, and this results in a matrix equation for the vector
f unknowns Xm
P . As a first example we consider two cyl-
nders consisting of air holes in InP, which has a refrac-
ive index of 3.17. The perturbation function hsud consists
f a sum of randomly generated Fourier coefficients [as in
q. (26)] with the coefficients hm
s1d chosen such that hm
s1d
0 for umu.5. The perturbation function is then band lim-
ted and has a coherence length (taken around the cir-
umference of the unperturbed cylinder) of Lc=2pa /5,
here a is the unperturbed radius of the cylinders, chosen
n this case so that a=0.186 mm. One must take care that
he crinkliness of the boundary (and of its derivatives
ith respect to u) can be resolved by the final field. To this
nd we choose a maximum of 25 multipole orders. Figure
shows the z component of the magnetic field for the TE
olarization at a vacuum wavelength of l=1.55 mm.
The error in the depiction of the fields in this problem
an be measured by observing how well the field matches
he boundary conditions in Eqs. (5) and (6) on the per-
urbed boundary. Figure 4 depicts the maximum error on
he left-most cylinder in Fig. 3 obtained for different
symptotic orders [i.e., the maximum value of j in Eq. (7)]
anging from 1 to 5, with the error being expressed as a



















































1218 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B/Vol. 22, No. 6 /June 2005 Poulton et al.e seen that the solution approaches a small error very
uickly before being limited by the accuracy of the evalu-
tion of the terms in the system [Eq. (56)].
In Figs. 5–8 we present results for a photonic crystal
aveguide bend consisting of 76 cylinders. The structure
onsists of air holes in an InP background, arranged in a
exagonal lattice with radius a=186 nm and period d
484 nm. The photonic crystal possesses a band gap with
range of 158–247 THz. Because most of the calculation
ime is taken up in the evaluation and inversion of the
atrix R in Eq. (48), and because this quantity does not
epend on the particular perturbation being studied, a
umber of different perturbations of the boundary can be
valuated with little extra computational cost. We present
our variations; Fig. 5 shows the unperturbed problem for
ircular cylinders. In this case the power transmission
round the bend is measured to be 80%, or −0.97 dB. Fig-
re 6 shows a “rounded triangle” perturbation consisting
f randomly oriented quasi-triangular holes. The power
ransmission in this case is reduced to 62%, or −2.0 dB.
igure 7 shows the same waveguide in an array of quasi-
llipses [for which hsud=˛2 cos 2u], exhibiting a transmis-
ion of 77%, or −1.1 dB. Finally, in Fig. 8 we show a pho-
onic crystal with randomly perturbed sidewalls, such
hat humu.5
s1d =0 in Eq. (26). In this configuration the trans-
ission is slightly improved to 82%, or −0.87 dB. In each
ig. 3. Real part of the z component of the magnetic field for two
ielectric cylinders with sidewall perturbations. The incident
ave is from the left, with wavelength 1.55 mm.
ig. 4. Maximum error, measured on the boundary of the left-
and cylinder in Fig. 3, in the field value boundary condition
solid curve) and the derivative boundary condition (dashed
urve) expressed as a percentage of the magnitude of the incident
eld.ig. 5. Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field for a
hotonic crystal waveguide bend consisting of voids in InP. The
adius of the voids is 186 nm; the lattice spacing is 484 nm. The
ncident wave is from the left, with wavelength 1.55 mm. The
ower transmission around the bend is 80%, or −0.97 dB. The di-
ensions given here, and in all of the following figures, are in
icrometers.ig. 6. Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field for a
hotonic crystal waveguide bend with rounded triangle perturba-
ion. The rms size of the perturbation is 18.6 nm, or 10% of the
ylinder radius. The power transmission around the bend is 62%,
r −2.0 dB.ig. 7. Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field for a
hotonic crystal waveguide bend constructed out of quasi-
llipses, for which hsud=˛2 cos 2u. The rms size of the perturba-
ion is 18.6 nm, or 10% of the cylinder radius. The power trans-
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nder radius.
It is observed that, although the transmission may
ary, the integrity of the bandgap remains intact for each
erturbation. This is perhaps to be expected, because the
requency lies more or less in the middle of the bandgap,
hich is quite wide (89 THz for the filling fraction here).
t can be seen from Fig. 5 that the dominant mechanism
or the transmission is a corner resonance, which may be
isrupted (or enhanced) by the sidewall deformations.
We can add a weak positional disorder by keeping
mÞ1
s1d =0 in Eq. (26) and choosing h±1
s1d randomly. This re-
ains the circular shape of the cylinders while displacing
ach by an amount e=9.3 nm in a random direction. In
ig. 9(a) we see that this can result in almost zero trans-
ission; the power transmission is in this case measured
o be 1.5%, or −18 dB. In this configuration the corner
esonance is disrupted in such a way as to couple to the
econd-order waveguide mode, which is below cutoff at
his frequency.
As an additional check on the validity of the model, we
ave compared it with results from a commercial FDTD
oftware package (RSoft FullWAVE). For this we chose an
dentical structure to that shown in Fig. 9(a), i.e., that of
he disordered waveguide bend. This structure was easy
o implement by use of commercial computer-aided design
oftware and also represents the most dramatic influence
f disorder on the transmission. It can be seen in Fig. 9
hat the field structure is not significantly different with
he two methods. In addition, the transmission suppres-
ion due to the disorder (i.e., the transmission for the dis-
rdered structure divided by the transmission for the un-
erturbed structure) is calculated to be 98.13% s17.3 dBd
ith the FDTD software, and 98.08% s17.2 dBd with the
ew method, a difference that is well within the error
argin of the software.
Finally, we note that the shape of the elements of the
hotonic crystal can be “tuned” in order to achieve in-
reased transmission. In Fig. 10 we have randomly modi-
ed the shapes of the four cylinders around the wave-
ig. 10. Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field for
photonic crystal waveguide bend with perturbations around
he corner of the bend. The power transmission around the bend
s 94%, or −0.26 dB, significantly greater than that of the unper-
urbed waveguide.ig. 8. Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field for a
hotonic crystal waveguide bend with random sidewall perturba-
ions. The rms size of the perturbation is 18.6 nm, and the void
oundaries possess an angular coherence length of 1.25 radians.
he power transmission around the bend is 82%, or −0.87 dB.ig. 9. (a) Magnitude of the z component of the magnetic field
or a photonic crystal waveguide bend with random positional
isorder. The crosses show the centers of the original, unper-
urbed cylinders. It is observed that although the disorder is
eak the transmission can be reduced considerably–in this case
he power transmission around the bend is 1.5%, or −18 dB. (b)
alculation for the same structure by use of a commercial 2D
DTD software package. Plotted is the dominant field component
aken at the instant when the field in the input waveguide is at
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igher transmission than that of the unperturbed bend.
n this manner we are able to achieve a transmission of
4%, or −0.26 dB, which is considerably greater than that
f the unperturbed structure. It is anticipated that there
s ample scope for the use of this method to optimize the
hapes of the individual elements within photonic crys-
als.
. CONCLUSION
e have used a combination of asymptotic and multipole
ethods to calculate the effect of sidewall perturbations
n scattering from groups of cylinders. This method com-
ines accuracy with a small computational load so that
any configurations can be studied once the solution of
he original unperturbed problem is known. Such a
ethod would make a valuable tool for the study of side-
all perturbation on photonic-crystal waveguides and
ould be used to optimize the shapes of cylinders in
hotonic-crystal bends, Y junctions, and other structures.
he method can also be used to study the effects of weak
isorder and localization in photonic crystals.
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